
THEME 1 FUTURE JOBS WORKSHEET 

A. Complete the dialogues using the following phrases. (5x3=15p.) 

So do I / Nor do I / Well, I do  / Really I don’t 

1. A: I don’t like classical music 

 B: _________________________. I never listen to it. 

2. A: My favorite kind is pop music.  

 B: _________________________. I never listen to it. 

3. A: I love rap music  

 B: _________________________. I always  listen to it. 

4.  A: I don’t  enjoy listening to rock music 

 B: _________________________. I love it.  

5. A: I enjoy folk music. 

 B: _________________________. I am crazy about it.  

B. Match the statements with the jobs (5x2=10p.) 

1. I do experiments on living organisms in labs to develop new products.   a. Entrepreneur 

2. I will join a dental congress and learn the new developments.    b. App Developer 

3. I will upgrade my next product and sell it to a smart phone company soon.   c. Biotechnologist 

4. I design programmes and write codes for computers.     d. Orthodontist 

5. I am looking forward to developing new transportation systems.    e. Software Engineer 

1. _____2._____3.______4._____5._____ 

C.  Complete the statements using the correct words. (7x3=21p.)  

deadline / asset / vacancy / candidate / staff / shift / colleagues 

1. Jason works the late ____________________________this week. He will be working till midnight. 

2. He is really well qualified. I’m sure he’ll be the strongest _________________________ for the position. 

3. I need to discuss the new year’s budget with my ___________________________ 

4. I bet Frank will miss the________________________ to apply for the job. He has a lot on his plate at the moment. 

5. I will never stay in La Beach Hotel again. The _____________ was so rude and offensive. 

6. I’m going to graduate next term. I’ll check if there is a permanent _________________________for an engineer 

in the factory. 

7. The new designer will be a valuable______________________ to our company. She looks extremely enthusiastic and 

creative. 

D. Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. Use “will” “be going to” or “present 

continuous”. (8x3=24p.) 

1. It’s OK. I __________________ (help) you do your homework. 

2. A : Have you decided what to do when you graduate from the university? 

B : Yes, I ________________________________ (have) a holiday for a couple of months .  

3. I have a lot of work to do. I think I _______________________ (ask) my mother for some help. 

4. A : Where are you going? 
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B : I _________________________ (buy) something for the guests. 

5. A : You look terrible. What is wrong with you? 

B : I have a backache. I have already phoned my doctor and got an appointment. I _________________________ (see) him 

at 9 tomorrow. 

6. A : What’s the problem? 

B : I left my wallet at home. 

A : Don’t worry I ________________________________ (lend) you some money. 

7. We _______________________________ (have) a surprise birthday party for Fiona tomorrow and I hope 

everyone _____________________________come). 

E. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verbs. Use will be+Ving, be going to or will. (5x3=15p.) 

1. I’m sorry. I _________________________________ (work) when you arrive at the airport. Please take a taxi. 

2. John ________________________________ (sleep) at 12 a.m. He can’t answer your phone. 

3. I _________________________ (help) you with the dishes. You look so tired. 

4. Claudia has bought her ticket. She _______________________ (be) here on May 5th. 

5. A: Are you free tomorrow? 

    B : No I am not. I _______________________________(meet) my friends.  

F. What are your plans for the weekend? Write five sentences (5x3=15p.) 
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